
Call or Email us today!

Whisco Holiday Hours

Whisco will be closed on December 24

and 27 for the holidays, but will be
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Happy Holidays from Whisco!

Keep your facility ice free with Pro-2000 Ice Melter from Whisco.  Environmentally

formulated for safer removal of snow and ice, Pro-2000 contains CMA (Calcium

Magnesium Acetate), an environmentally benign deicer. Where metal corrosion is a

concern, PRO 2000’s special formula creates a bond between the surface area and

the elements to protect.  When pre-applied, Pro-2000 prevents snow and ice from

bonding to the surface area. As PRO•2000 goes to work, its time-released formula

stays on the surface area longer, helping to control the freeze/thaw cycle.

PRO•2000® is safe to handle without protective clothing. It does not dry out or

irritate the skin. When properly dispensed, PRO•2000 minimizes tracking on �oors

and carpets, plus it contains “Dolomite” for added traction control; further

enhancing performance. 
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open regular hours (8am-5pm) from

December 28-30, and on December 31

from 8am-3pm.  

Duracore Nitrile and Vinyl Gloves

Great Pricing on Gloves!

Nitrile and vinyl glove pricing have

soared since the start of the pandemic,

but we've managed to get some new,

dramatically lower pricing on our new

Duracore nitrile and vinyl gloves. 

Contact Whisco today to order, and ask

for our special gloves by the case

pricing!

Be Ready for COVID Spikes

Kids and Adult Masks

Available Now!

Be prepared for customers and

employees with masks from Whisco.  5o

masks per box, blue, black and now

available kids masks as well.  Stop in

and grab your masks today!

158 Clark Street, Fredericton, NB

Canada
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